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Description Logics
Glossary
KR: knowledge representation.
DLs: Description Logics; a family of logic-based KR languages for representing knowledge through
assertions about concepts, individuals and relationships among them.
(Logic-based) Semantics: a way to interpret any statement in a language; logic-based semantics
interprets such a statement using operations in mathematical logic.
Interpretation: a mathematical structure realizing the semantics of a language, typically consisting
of an underlying set (domain of interest) and a mapping from the statements in the language to the
set or mathematical operations on it.
Model: an interpretation that interprets logical statements in non-contradictory way.
Individual: an element of the domain of interest. Individual names are atomic statements in a DL
corresponding to such elements.
Concept: a statement in a DL corresponding to sets of individuals.
Role: a statement in a DL corresponding to a binary relation between individuals.
Axiom: a statement in a DL that asserts certain constraints that have to be satisfied by some concepts,
roles and individuals.
TBox: a set of axioms constraining concepts.
ABox: a set of axioms constraining particular individuals.
RBox: a set of axioms constraining roles.
KB: knowledge base; a set of axioms of any kind.
Reasoning: a process in which implicit knowledge/facts are inferred from explicit knowledge given
through a set of axioms.
Open-world Assumption: a meta-level semantical assumption in which a statement is considered
false only when the KB forces it so. This means a lack of knowledge does not imply falsity.

Definition
Description logics (DLs) [Baader et al 2007, Krötzsch et al 2012] is a family of knowledge representation
(KR) languages which represent knowledge in a domain of interest using formal, logic-based semantics
through knowledge bases (KBs) containing general assertions describing relevant concepts – hence,
the term description — and specific assertions about individuals and relationships among them. DLs
owe their origin to semantic networks and frame systems. Reasoning that enables implicit knowledge
to be inferred from KBs is an indispensable part of DLs and is typically decidable (as opposed to
first-order logic which is undecidable). DLs are also prominent as the underlying formalism for the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) [Hitzler et al 2009]. Further discussions on reasoning algorithms and
OWL, however, are covered under separate titles.
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DL Syntax and Semantics
Knowledge is represented through DL KBs which consist of axioms composed from expressions, called
concepts, roles, and the always-atomic individual names. Non-atomic concepts and roles are constructed from the atomic ones using various constructors admitted by particular DL in consideration.
The semantics is realized via interpretations, each is a pair I = (∆I , ·I ) where ∆I , called the domain,
is a non-empty (possibly infinite) set of individuals, and ·I , called the interpretation function, maps
each atomic concept A to a set of individuals AI ⊆ ∆I , each atomic role R to a binary relation
RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I , and each individual name a to an individual aI ∈ ∆I . The semantics of non-atomic
concepts and roles are then obtained by extending the mapping ·I depending on which constructor is
used to built them. Table 1 lists the syntax and semantics of some prominent DL constructors.
Table 1. Common DL concept and role constructors where C, D are (possibly non-atomic) concepts, R, S are
(possibly non-atomic) roles, a is an individual name, n is a nonnegative integer, and for a set M , |M | is the
cardinality of M .
Name
top and concept
nominal
concept intersection & union
concept complement
value/universal restriction
existential restriction
number (at-least) restriction
number (at-most) restriction
universal role
inverse role
role intersection

Syntax
>, ⊥
{a}
C u D, C t D
¬C
∀R.C
∃R.C
≥nR.C
≤nR.C
U
R−
RuS

Semantics based on an interpretation I = (∆I , ·I )
∆I , ∅
{aI }
C I ∩ DI , C I ∪ DI
∆I \ C I
{x | ∀y : hx, yi ∈ RI implies y ∈ C I }
{x | ∃y : hx, yi ∈ RI and y ∈ C I }
{x | |{y | hx, yi ∈ RI and y ∈ C I }| ≥ n}
{x | |{y | hx, yi ∈ RI and y ∈ C I }| ≤ n}
∆I × ∆I
{hx, yi | hy, xi ∈ RI }
RI ∩ S I

A DL KB consists of a set of axioms that can be categorized as TBox, ABox and RBox axioms.
TBox and RBox axioms describe general knowledge about concepts and roles, respectively. On the
other hand, ABox axioms describe specific knowledge in the form of membership of an individual in
a concept and relationships between individuals through a role. Semantics of axioms are provided as
criteria for which they are satisfied by an interpretation I as given in Table 2.
Table 2. Axioms in DLs. Note: A is always a concept name, C, D are concepts, R(i) , R, S are roles.
Name

Syntax

concept definition (TBox)
concept inclusion (TBox)
concept assertion (ABox)
role assertion (ABox)
negative role assertion
role equivalence (RBox)
role hierarchy (RBox)
general role inclusion (RBox)

A≡C
CvD
C(a)
R(a, b)
¬R(a, b)
R≡S
RvS
R1 ◦ · · · ◦ Rk v S

role functionality, transitivity,
symmetry, asymmetry,
reflexivity, irreflexivity (RBox)

Fun(R), Tra(R),
Sym(R), Asy(R),
Ref(R), Irr(R)

Satisfaction Criteria
AI = C I
C I v DI
aI ∈ C I
haI , bI i ∈ RI
haI , bI i ∈
/ RI
I
I
R =S
RI ⊆ S I
R1I ◦ · · · ◦ RkI ⊆ S I where ’◦’ is
binary composition of relation
RI is functional, transitive,
symmetric, asymmetric,
reflexive, irreflexive

The following simple examples provide better intuition on how DLs are used to represent
knowledge. The axiom M an ≡ Human u M ale asserts that a man is precisely a male human. The
axiom F ather ≡ M an u ∃hasChild.Human asserts that a father is precisely a man who has a human
child. Meanwhile, W oman v Human u ¬M an asserts that a woman is a human that is not a man,
and M other ≡ W oman u ∃hasChild.Human states that a mother is a woman who has a human child.
To say that having parent is an inverse relationship of having a child, one can state hasP arent v
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hasChild− . Thus, one can also define a child as a human who has either a father or a mother using
axiom Child v Human u ∃hasP arent.(F ather t M other). Furthermore, the axioms Son ≡ Child u
M ale and Daughter ≡ Childu¬Son define the concepts son and daughter. If one asserts that a fatherwith-many-sons must have at least three sons, then this axiom can be used: F atherW ithM anySons v
F atheru ≥ 3hasChild.Son. Meanwhile, the axiom F ather u∀hasChild.¬Son v F atherW ithoutSons
asserts that a father who has no son is a father-without-sons.
To assert specific statements for particular individuals, one can use ABox assertions. For
instance, F atherW ithoutSons(bill) asserts that Bill is a father-without-sons. To say that Bill has a
child, called Chelsea, one can assert hasChild(bill, chelsea).

Reasoning Tasks for DLs
Based on the semantics of axioms, there are a few basic notions which form the core of reasoning in
DLs: satisfiability/consistency checking, subsumption checking and instance checking. First, any set
of axioms (including TBoxes, ABoxes, RBoxes, and KBs in general) is satisfiable or consistent if it has
a model. A model of a set of axioms is an interpretation I that satisfies all of its axioms. Satisfaction
criteria for each type of axiom can be found in Table 2. KB satisfiability/consistency problem is thus a
reasoning problem of deciding whether a given KB is consistent. One may also be interested in concept
satisfiability which is deciding whether for a given concept C and a KB, there is a model I of the KB
such that C I 6= ∅.
Subsumption checking is a problem of deciding whether a concept C is subsumed by a concept
D w.r.t. a KB. This holds when C I ⊆ DI for every model I of the KB. Note that the subsumption
relationship includes not only the ones explicitly stated in the KB (through concept inclusions), but
also the ones that can be inferred from it. Computing subsumption among all concept names occurring
in a KB is called a classification which allows one to construct the so-called “is-a” hierarchy if a concept
name A is subsumed by a concept name B, then A is below B in the hierarchy (i.e., every (individual
in) A is a (individual in) B). The “is-a” hierarchy has also been a key feature in semantic networks
and frames.
Instance checking is the problem of deciding whether an individual (name) a belongs to
a concept C w.r.t. a KB. This holds when aI ∈ C I in every model I of the KB. This problem
places greater emphasis to ABox axioms due to the involvement of explicit individuals. Instance
checking can be generalized to conjunctive query entailment: given a KB and a set of expressions
{C1 (x1 ), . . . , Cm (xm ), R1 (y1 , z1 ), . . . , Rn (yn , zn )} where C1 , . . . , Cm are concepts, R1 , . . . , Rn are roles,
and x1 , . . . , xm , y1 , . . . , yn , z1 , . . . , zn are (not necessarily distinct) variables, find a substitution of those
variables with individual names occurring in the KB such that the resulting ABox axioms are satisfied
by all model of the KB. This problem is closely related to conjunctive query answering which is
important considering many real-life situation in which a huge amount of data (which can be seen
as an ABox) is augmented with schematic knowledge (in the form of TBox or RBox). Note also the
resemblance with notions of query answering from the study of databases, alhtough unlike modeling
in databases which are characterized with closed-world assumption and finiteness of the domain, DLs
are distinguished with open-world assumption and possible non-finiteness of the domain.

Some Prominent DLs
• ALC [Baader and Nutt 2007]: simplest Boolean-closed DL that admits top and bottom concept;
concept intersection, union, and complement; value and existential restrictions; TBox axioms; and
ABox axioms. Reasoning is ExpTime-complete.
• FL0 : simple DL that admits top concept, concept intersection, value restriction, TBox axioms and
ABox axioms. It is notable since reasoning is ExpTime-complete, but polynomial if done with an
empty KB [Donini 2007, Baader et al 2005].
• EL: simple DL that allows top concept, concept intersection, existential restriction, TBox axioms
and ABox axioms. It is notable since reasoning is polynomial. In fact, SROEL (also known
as EL++ [Baader et al 2005]), obtained by adding bottom concept, role hierarchy (thus role
equivalence), and general role inclusion to EL is still polynomial. EL++ is adopted for the OWL
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2 EL profile of OWL 2 DL standard [Motik et al 2009]. Its sublanguages also found extensive use
in biomedical applications.
• SHIF: an expressive DL obtained from ALC by adding role transitivity, role hierarchy, inverse
roles, functionality (concepts of the form ≤1R and axioms of the form Fun(R)), role symmetry.
This DL underlies the OWL 1 Lite standard and has an ExpTime-complete reasoning [Horrocks
and Patel-Schneider 2004, Hayes et al 2004].
• SHOIN : very expressive DL, obtained from SHIF by adding unqualified number restrictions
and nominals. It underlies the OWL 1 DL standard and has an NExpTime-complete reasoning
[Horrocks and Patel-Schneider 2004, Hayes et al 2004].
• SROIQ: very expressive DL, obtained from SHOIN by adding general role inclusion, qualified
number restriction, role asymmetry, role reflexivity and role irreflexivity. It underlies OWL 2 DL
and has an N2ExpTime-complete reasoning [Horrocks et al 2006, Kazakov 2008, W3C OWL
Working Group 2009].

Relationships with Other Formalisms
As a logic-based formalism, DLs are related to many other formalisms [Sattler et al 2007]. Many of
these correspondences were in fact exploited to derive complexity results and reasoning algorithms.
Notably, most DLs are a decidable fragment of first-order predicate logic (FOL) with equality.
In fact, many DLs are expressible in either Lk (FOL over unary and binary predicates with at most k
variables) or C k (like Lk , but allows counting quantifiers). In the translation, concepts are translated
into FOL formulas with one free variable in which concept names correspond to unary predicate, role
names to binary predicate and individual names to constants. This relationship also extends to the
rule (i.e., Horn) fragment of FOL. Development of Description Logic Programs [Grosof et al 2003]
which is roughly an intersection between DLs and binary Datalog rules has resulted in the OWL 2 RL
profile of OWL 2 DL. Many other formalisms have also been proposed to realize integration between
rule languages and DLs.
DLs are also strongly related to modal logics [Baader and Lutz 2007]. For example, ALC
can be seen as a notational variant of multi-modal logic Km in which concept names correspond to
propositional letters, while value and existential restrictions correspond to the modal operators 2 and
♦. Other close relationships with modal logic families have also been noted, e.g., with propositional
dynamic logics, hybrid logics and guarded fragments.
Relationships with object-oriented and database modeling languages have also been observed.
For example, Entity Relationship (ER) models can be translated into DL KBs which enables formally
checking for inconsistency. Parts of Unified Modeling Language (UML) specification can also be translated into DL KBs. On the other hand, the need for more expressive query languages over relational
database has led to the development of DL-Lite, a family of very simple DLs which can be used to
perform very efficient queries. Due to this reason, DL-Lite [Calvanese et al 2007] has been adopted to
underlie the OWL 2 QL profile of OWL 2 DL standard.

Cross-references
OWL, Reasoning
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Recommended Reading
• [Baader et al 2007] is the standard text for DLs; covers almost all major results in DLs, written
in semi-textbook style; requires some basics in mathematical logic.
• [Krötzsch et al 2012] is a text intended as a very first reading on DLs without requiring formal
logic background.
• [Hitzler et al 2009] is a introductory level textbook in semantic web technologies which also covers
significant amount of DLs material, especially in the context of their application in the Semantic
Web.

